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Data Catalogue – How to find
records of data
This guide outlines step-by-step how to find data in the University of Liverpool Data
Catalogue.

What does the data catalogue provide?
The data catalogue provides two types of information:
1. Discovery and re-use information (aka metadata) to help you find relevant data sources.
2. Access to finalised research data themselves, if these have been uploaded.
You may find records that only have information about the data, alongside a link to those data held
somewhere else; you may find records that have associated data that you can access immediately
through the data catalogue; and you may find records that have associated data which can only be
accessed by people meeting certain specific criteria.

What does the data catalogue not provide?
The data catalogue does not provide access to formal publications such as journal articles or books
(see the University Repository for those kinds of research outputs). The data catalogue also does not
provide access to “work-in-progress” data.

Searching the data catalogue
To begin, click the large “Find Data” button on the home page at http://datacat.liverpool.ac.uk:

This will drop you into the search screen. You can search via a range of options, such as Creators,
titles of dataset, and collection descriptions. You can enter your search terms into just one of the
search fields, or multiple ones at the same time (use the dropdown menu “Retrieved records must
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fulfil:” to determine how the search will treat your terms). Additionally, at the top of the screen you can
choose to browse for records by Year, Author or Division (i.e. by School of Institute).

To retrieve all the records linked to a particular School or Institute of the University, just select the
appropriate name from the “Divisions” list.
If you require any further explanation of a particular search option, click the ? icon to the right of the
option for help.
After clicking “Search” you will see a list of all the matching items:

Click on the name of the record you wish to see. You will then be presented with its full details (the
screenshot below shows a test record).
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If there are any available data files,
they will be displayed in this section.
This is the DOI you can use
when citing the data in your own
work.

Further information is available by clicking the “Additional details” link.

Restricted data
Some of the datasets within the Data Catalogue can only be made available to certain categories of
user, as set by the creators of the data. In cases such as this, the criteria you must meet in order to
gain access to the data should be clearly outlined in the Additional details.
Please ensure that you meet these criteria before requesting access to these data. To do so, send an
email to data@liverpool.ac.uk requesting access, providing a link to the Data Catalogue record and
providing as much information as possible to prove your entitlement to access the data.

